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FX Committee targets
Q3 19 Q4 19

EURUSD 1.14 1.15
GBPUSD 1.25 1.27
EURGBP 0.91 0.91
EURCHF 1.13 1.14
EURSEK 10.70 10.65
EURNOK 9.20 9.10
USDCHF 0.99 0.99
USDJPY 106 104
USDCAD 1.32 1.30
AUDUSD 0.71 0.72
NZDUSD 0.65 0.65
USDCNY 6.90 6.85
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Key highlights
· Major central banks lean towards easing

· In this “yield race to the bottom”, the Fed has greater room to cut…

· … implying that the US-Rest of World rate differential will narrow further

· This should be fundamentally negative for the dollar, though losses may not be 
broad-based…

· … given ongoing risks to growth relating to still-weak manufacturing and to 
trade tensions
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The world’s major central banks (the Fed and 
the ECB) have signalled their willingness to 
ease policy. In this “race of yields to the 
bottom”, the US unarguably has more room 
to cut rates, which is likely to result in 
further narrowing of the US-RoW yield 
differential. Assuming that there is no 
complete breakdown in the US-China trade 
discussions and manufacturing recovers 
enough for the world economy to avoid a 
contraction, we view these developments as 
broadly USD-negative.
We continue to expect a very gradual 
EURUSD appreciation towards 1.15 by 
year-end. Aside from negative USD 
headwinds, the narrowing of the US-EMU 
yield differential – even if the ECB cuts rates 
– should, at the very least, solidly underpin 
the euro. On positioning, we advocate 
relative neutrality for the moment as the spot 
appreciation we envisage is not enough to 
offset the negative carry.
Turning to the Swiss franc, we believe that 
the recent rebound will prove unsustainable 
given deeply negative rates and a firmly 
dovish SNB. We have pencilled in a very 
modest uptick in EURCHF to 1.14 by 
year-end. 
In contrast, we have revised our forecasts for 
GBP substantially. We forecast GBPUSD at 
1.27 (from 1.37 previously) as we consider 
the latest political developments sterling-
negative and think it highly probable that 
GBPUSD will gravitate closer to 1.20 during 
the summer months. 

A yield race to the bottom

At the same time, we retain our constructive 
view on JPY. The currency has risen against 
every G10 and major EM FX since late April 
and we see further room for appreciation 
based on late cycle dynamics, lower US 
yields, uncertainties on the political and 
economic fronts, and JPY undervaluation. 
Our favourite expressions of JPY upside are 
against the USD and GBP.
On China, we still expect that the authorities 
will maintain their current guidance on the 
yuan unless trade talks completely break 
down. Absent the latter, we expect stability 
and, further out, some modest depreciation 
in USDCNY.
On the Nordics, we reiterate our bullish 
NOK view as domestic activity is on a very 
strong trajectory. Global uncertainties 
certainly pose a risk, but we see downside 
in EURNOK and in USDNOK, and upside 
in NOKSEK on the back of monetary policy 
divergence.
Finally, within the commodity FX bloc, 
the RBA’s increased dovishness poses 
downside risks to our relatively constructive 
view on AUD, though we still think that 
market pricing of monetary policy easing is 
too aggressive. We maintain a positive 
stance on the CAD as the labour market is 
becoming increasingly tight. 
Finally, we think NZD is likely to gyrate 
around current levels for the foreseeable 
future, lacking any catalysts for direction.

Back to cover page
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Current spot Q3 19 Q4 19 Q1 10 Q2 20 Estimates of long  
term fair value1

EURUSD 1.13 1.14 1.15 1.16 1.17 1.14

GBPUSD 1.27 1.25 1.27 1.30 1.32 1.38

EURGBP 0.89 0.91 0.91 0.89 0.89 0.82

EURCHF 1.11 1.13 1.14 1.15 1.15 1.10

USDCHF 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.98 0.98

USDJPY 107.30 106 104 104 105 101

EURJPY 121.40 121 120 121 123 114

EURSEK 10.61 10.70 10.65 10.60 10.60 9.48

USDSEK 9.39 9.39 9.26 9.14 9.06 8.33

EURNOK 9.67 9.20 9.10 9.00 9.00 9.04

USDNOK 8.55 8.07 7.91 7.76 7.69 7.95

USDCAD 1.32 1.32 1.30 1.29 1.29 1.30

AUDUSD 0.69 0.71 0.72 0.73 0.73 0.74

NZDUSD 0.66 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.66

USDCNY 6.88 6.90 6.85 6.80 6.78

1 The estimates of long-term (LT) fair values are calculated as the average value estimated using FEER and BEER models. The FEER 
(fundamental equilibrium exchange rate) model calculates the exchange rate required to bring macroeconomic balance, i.e. full-
employment, low inflation and a sustainable current account balance. The BEER (behavioral equilibrium exchange rate) model uses 
econometric methods to estimate equilibrium FX rates based on a set of macroeconomic variables (our model uses terms of trade, 
investment as a share of GDP, and real rates within a panel data set across G10 FX).

FX forecasts
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EUR
Will yields vie for bottom?

· Yields have collapsed across the board this past month, 
with the US-RoW rate spread narrowing significantly

· We maintain a slightly constructive EUR view from a 
medium-term perspective (1.15 by year-end) – largely 
because in a central bank easing race, the Fed has far 
more room to cut 

Since our last FX Monthly publication (22 May), the trade-
weighted (TW) EUR has risen by a modest 0.4% and EURUSD 
has gained roughly 1.4%. The period has been characterised 
by a brutal drop in US yields (US2Y yields down by 44 bps and 
US10Y yields down by 35 bps) as ongoing trade tensions and 
weakness in global manufacturing have led the market to price 
in aggressive cuts by the US Federal Reserve (Fed) – of 95 bps 
over the next twelve months. This was also reinforced by the 
latest Fed meeting, as the central bank opened the door to rate 
cuts. Although the market has also re-priced rates lower for 
other major central banks (European Central Bank/ECB 
president Mario Draghi opened the door to the possibility of 
further rate reductions and additional stimulus in his June 18 
speech in Portugal), the US-RoW yield differential has shrunk 
dramatically (see chart 1). This is simply because US rates 
were considerably higher to begin with, so the room to move 
lower is greater.
This is also why we think that any potential rate cuts by 
the ECB would have almost no lasting effect on the euro. 
Any further policy easing by the ECB would likely be in 
response to global factors (e.g. trade tensions) that would 
probably provoke a similar reaction by the Federal Reserve. In 
such a “race to the bottom”, the Fed clearly has far more 
ammunition, which would result in additional narrowing 
of the US-EMU yield spread.

Sources: Bloomberg, Lombard Odier.

1. US yields have fallen notably, compressing spreads with the rest of the rest of the world (RoW)
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Nonetheless, this narrowing is unlikely to generate a EURUSD 
appreciation similar to past episodes, as the yield differentials 
would still be considerable and euro-area core yields would 
remain firmly in negative territory. This combination would 
impose a speed limit on any EURUSD appreciation.
The past four Fed rate-cutting cycles (1995, 1998, 2001, 
and 2007) showed no uniform dollar response during the 
rate-reduction phase. Factors such as the state of the global 
economy and/or actions by other major central banks 
influenced the direction of the greenback. Uniformity does 
exist, however, in the dollar’s behaviour during the run-up 
to Fed easing. More specifically, the USD depreciated in all 
four cases during the 90-day period prior to the first cut, by an 
average of 2.8%, while EURUSD gained on average 4.5% 
(see chart 2).
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EUR
A yield race to the bottom?

Sources: Bloomberg, Lombard Odier.

2. Currency response 90 days prior to the first Fed rate cut – last 
four easing cycles

Sources: Bloomberg, Lombard Odier.

3. Average currency response during global economic contractions
 1995-2019

What is different this time is the absolute level of the yield 
spread between the two currencies and the fact that core euro 
yields are likely to remain negative. Hence, we anticipate that 
investors will favour the euro in the event that the Fed errs 
closer to easing, but the margin of euro appreciation will likely 
be narrower than in the past.
We see two main risks to this slightly constructive 
medium-term view on EURUSD. First, if the trade disputes 
escalate into a full-blown war, then the likelihood of a global 
economic contraction would increase sharply. Historically, 
periods of economic contraction have been associated with 
dollar gains and EURUSD weakness (see chart 3), largely due 
to the euro area’s bigger dependence on global trade. The 
second risk has to do with the pricing out of the Fed rate cuts in 
case the trade disputes are resolved faster than we expect and 
US data stabilises. Even in that case, however, we would see 
only limited downside to EURUSD because other 
fundamental factors will generate headwinds for the USD in a 
one-year horizon: the US cycle is very mature and even if trade 
rebounds, US growth is likely to continue slowing as the fiscal 
impulses of 2018 fade. Moreover, this is likely to happen at a 
time when the US twin deficit will be rising, putting upward 
pressure on US risk premia.
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· Fragile risk appetite and falling US yields have bolstered 
the CHF over the past month

· However, we reiterate our view that the currency has 
lost much of its safe haven allure, as correlations with 
risk have been erratic and lower than usual

· We expect EURCHF to appreciate very modestly, to 1.14 
by year-end and to 1.15 over the next twelve months

Following a drop from above 1.14 to below 1.12 in May, 
EURCHF rebounded in mid-June, only to drop below 1.11 on 
the back of the dovish Fed meeting, that sent the USD into a 
free fall against most major currencies.
The Swiss franc’s strength in May can be attributed to risk 
aversion and flight to safety: global equities dropped by more 
than 6% on the month while US10Y yields fell by around 38 
bps on the back of the re-escalation of trade tensions between 
the US and China. The widening of the BTP-Bund 10Y spread 
from 254 bps to 287 bps – caused by the strong showing of 
Matteo Salvini’s League Party in the European elections and 
increased frictions between Italy and the European 
Commission over the Italian budget – did not help either.
However, from a longer-term perspective, EURCHF lacks 
any convincing trend and has remained mostly within the 
tight range of 1.12-1.14 since late last summer (see chart 4). 
It is only in the past few days that it broke this range to the 
downside as a reaction to both, the Fed and the ECB signalling 
easier monetary policies. However, we suspect this move will 
likely be short-lived given how deeply negative rates are in 
Switzerland.
Moreover, correlations between the Swiss franc and risk assets 
have been erratic and – on average – lower than those between 
the yen and risk. This has been the case ever since the SNB 
took interest rates into deep negative territory, drastically 
reducing the incentive for Swiss residents to repatriate assets 
in periods of risk aversion (see chart 5).
On balance, we do not rule out some continuation of CHF 
strength in an attempt to catch up with the yen, given the 
appreciation in JPYCHF in the last few quarters (see chart 6). 
But we stand by our view that a large part of the CHF’s 
appeal as a safe haven has been eroded, and that the 
currency is unlikely to receive lasting support during a 
very mature business cycle, amidst volatile risk appetite and 
potential Fed rate cuts.
Additionally, we expect the SNB to remain firmly in the dovish 
camp as Swiss GDP slows and inflation has yet to show any 
signs of upside momentum (headline inflation has 
deteriorated from 1.2% YoY in October 2018 to 0.6% YoY in 
May 2019). Although the market may be getting somewhat 
carried away by pricing in another 20 bps of cuts over the next 
year, we are quite confident that the SNB rhetoric about 
currency intervention will be stepped up on any sign of CHF 
strength. We forecast EURCHF at 1.14 by year-end and at 
1.15 in a year’s time, largely due to some upside potential that 
we have pencilled in for the euro.

CHF
Still lacking a clear safe haven status

4. EURCHF in a tight range since late last summer

Sources: Bloomberg, Lombard Odier.

5. 1Y rolling correlations of daily returns

Sources: Bloomberg, Lombard Odier.
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6. JPYCHF has appreciated by nearly 7% since beginning 
of October 2018
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GBP
Substantial downward forecast revisions

· We revise our GBP forecasts substantially as the 
risks we highlighted last month are materialising

· We now see GBPUSD at 1.27 by year-end 
(1.37 previously), but…

· … it is highly probable that GBP will come under 
significant pressure during the summer, potentially 
sliding towards 1.20

Sterling has been the main underperformer this past month. 
While most G10 currencies rose sharply against the USD, 
GBPUSD has gained a mere 0.3%. TW GBP has fallen by 1.1% 
since late May and EURGBP has risen by 1.3% (see chart 7). 
As one would expect, this has been all about Brexit.
The period has been marked by the strong showing of Nigel 
Farage’s Brexit party in the EU elections and the resignation 
of Theresa May as the leader of the Conservative party 
(she will remain prime minister until her successor is chosen). 
The race is now on for Britain’s next PM, who will have to be 
elected internally by the Conservative party. We view these 
developments as sterling-negative for the next few months, 
and have curbed our GBPUSD forecasts substantially: we now 
see GBPUSD at 1.25 by Q3 19 (from 1.33 initially) and at 
1.27 by year-end (from 1.37 previously). Over the summer 
months we see a high risk of GBPUSD falling closer to 
1.20, while over the medium term, we have maintained an 
appreciating path because we still view a soft Brexit as the 
end result (with however a very high degree of uncertainty 
in terms of timing). Below we explain our reasoning.
In the previous edition of the FX Monthly, we argued that a 
potential strong performance by Farage’s party in the EU 
elections coupled with the possibility of May’s resignation 
would suggest increased odds of the next PM belonging to the 
hard Brexit camp. In fact, we pointed to Boris Johnson as the 
most likely successor because he was seen by the conservative 
base and MPs as the most able to stop the drainage of voters 
from the Conservative to the Brexit party.  

7. GBP down against all G10 currencies this past month
 Spot performance against GBP, since 22 May (1 month)

Sources: Bloomberg, Lombard Odier.

8. Sterling evolution post-referendum
 All series normalised at 100 on 23 June 2016

Sources: Bloomberg, Lombard Odier.

So far, developments justify this view, with Boris Johnson 
having come on top of all Conservative party ballots and he 
remains the most likely to win the final vote (against Jeremy 
Hunt) when all Conservative party members (around 160k) 
vote over the next few weeks.
This is where the problems for sterling begin, at least for the 
short term. Despite any potential compromises as we get closer 
to the article 50 deadline (31 October 2019), Boris Johnson is 
likely to be elected as the new UK PM under a platform that is 
characterised by two principles. First, an exit from the EU on 
31 October with or without a deal, and second, the insistence 
that the Irish backstop be re-negotiated with Brussels. Hence, 
political rhetoric is likely to be quite combative during the first 
months of Johnson’s tenure as prime minister, in order to 
strengthen his image as the person who can deliver Brexit 
within the set deadline, with or without a deal.
In that respect, it is useful to recall that the lowest levels 
in sterling in the post-referendum period were hit in the 
aftermath of Mrs May’s rather combative and divisive 
speech in October 2016 at the Conservative party 
conference in Birmingham (see chart 8). We feel that a 
similar approach will result in markets pricing in a higher 
probability of a no-deal Brexit, increasing UK risk premia and 
weighing on sterling. At the same time, such a posture is 
unlikely to be welcomed by Brussels; in fact it would aggravate 
the relationship even further, especially since many European 
negotiators see Boris Johnson as an unpredictable and 
potentially reckless figure. Overall, we expect quite a hot 
summer for UK politics and the sterling – despite our belief 
that in the end, a no-deal Brexit will be averted, potentially 
via an additional deadline extension. In such an environment, 
we would anticipate broad-based GBP losses in the near term. 
Our favourite expression is downside in GBPJPY, as the yen is 
likely to benefit further from a protracted period of trade 
disputes and the Fed erring closer to an easing cycle.
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JPY
Standing strong

· JPY has appreciated against all G10 and major EM FX 
since late April

· We expect more JPY strength, notably against the USD 
and GBP

Since late April 2019 – around the time that USDJPY 
peaked for the year at 112.19 – every major developed and 
emerging market currency has depreciated against the 
JPY (see charts 9 and 10). The TW JPY index has gained 4%, 
USDJPY has dropped by 4.3%, while GBPJPY (our favourite 
short over the last month or so) has collapsed by 6%.
This has largely been the result of 1) a ratcheting-up of risk 
aversion and 2) a sharp drop in US yields. This is evident in 
chart 11, which depicts USDJPY against the implied USDJPY, 
based on global equities and US2Y yields.
This strong yen move has left investors wondering 
whether there is more upside potential in JPY. We think 
there is.
First, the likely ongoing tensions in the US-China trade 
discussions alongside the recent resurfacing of US-Iran 
frictions are likely to keep demand for safe havens firm. In this 
respect, JPY remains the favourite play in currency markets 
(together with gold). As we discussed in the previous section, 
the CHF has lost a significant chunk of its safe haven allure, 
as is visible in the JPYCHF’s upward trend (+2.1% YTD and 
+0.7% since late April). This leaves the yen the dominant 
recipient of flows, as risk appetite remains volatile.
Second, with the Fed now erring closer to an easing cycle, 
US rates should stay low and the USD should come under 
pressure. In the previous four cutting cycles, USDJPY fell on 
average by around 2.5% 90 days prior to the initiation of rate 
easing. However, these were periods when flight to safety was 
mostly concentrated in the Swiss franc (USDCHF fell on 
average by around 5%). With the latter now partially stripped 
of its safe haven appeal, the yen should end up benefiting the 
most if the Fed engages in an interesting rate cutting cycle.
Third, USDJPY remains overvalued (by around 8% based on 
our estimates), so there is clearly a valuation-push towards a 
higher yen.
Fourth, we think the room for the BoJ to ease policy further is 
very limited. The BoJ already owns half of Japan’s government 
bond market, making it effectively very difficult to expand QE 
operations. In fact, the rate of expansion of the BoJ’s balance 
sheet has been slowing in the past couple of years, suggesting 
a declining appetite for additional quantitative easing. Rate 
cuts also appear quite controversial since negative rates have 
resulted in narrower financial institution profit margins, 
something of which the BoJ is very well aware.
Given the strength of the JPY recently, we cannot rule out 
periods of short-term yen weakness as investors seek to 
lock in profits. However, we remain JPY bullish here, and 
expect further downside in USDJPY and GBPJPY.

10. … and the same holds true for EM FX
 Spot performance against JPY, since late May 2019

Sources: Bloomberg, Lombard Odier.

9. All G10 currencies lower against the JPY…
 Spot performance against JPY, since late May 2019

Sources: Bloomberg, Lombard Odier.

11. USDJPY very closely correlated with equities and US yields

Sources: Bloomberg, Lombard Odier.
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CNY
Over to you, Messieurs Trump and Xi

· Many signs still point to China’s general wariness 
of using currency devaluation

· The People’s Bank of China will maintain its current 
guidance on the yuan unless trade talks collapse 
completely

The yuan remains stable despite a number of negative 
developments that, under normal circumstances, would create 
downward pressures. The country’s economic data 
experienced an unexpected soft patch in the second quarter, 
leading many of the leading key economic policymakers to put 
renewed emphasis on growth stabilisation. The local banking 
regulator’s takeover of a city bank (Baoshang) also highlighted 
the fragility of domestic financial conditions. And of course 
the wild news flow on China’s bilateral trade relations with the 
US has fuelled worries about a significant devaluation risk on 
the horizon. Yet, the yuan has not weakened below the (in)
famous 7 CNY per USD level, and its value against the 
important official basket of currencies (CFETS RMB index) 
has stayed above the implicit lower bound of 92 (see chart 12).
A combination of factors explain why China was able to 
achieve this market condition without actively burning its 
FX reserves to defend the currency (see chart 13). First, 
markets have probably grown more accustomed to the PBOC’s 
implicit guidance on the currency. Indeed, volatility skew and 
implied volatility in currency options for the offshore yuan 
show that markets’ fear is not as great as it was in mid-2015, 
despite the incessant chatter about devaluation. Second, 
China can now turn to the offshore renminbi market as a new 
channel for managing expectations. In addition to setting the 
morning fixings for the onshore renminbi consistently 
stronger than the level for the offshore renminbi, it has 
absorbed liquidity in the offshore market through the issuance 
of CNH bills and raised CNH rates substantially higher than 
the onshore equivalents to control depreciation expectations 
(see chart 14).  

12. The implicit floor for the yuan still stands
 CFTES RMB Index (31 Dec 2014 = 100), USDCNY spot (inverted, right)

Sources: Bloomberg, Lombard Odier.
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Third, the shifting expectations about the US Federal 
Reserve’s policy have helped, especially with increasing hints 
of ongoing cyclical slowdown in the US economy requiring a 
more competitive currency.
We have argued for quite some time that the hurdle for 
China to change its guidance on the yuan is quite high 
given a number of important strategic considerations. 
For this reason, our working assumption continues to be 
China’s maintenance of the implicit lower bound of 92 for the 
CFETS RMB index. This and our forecasts for G10 currencies 
lead us to conclude that the likely medium-term path for the 
yuan is that of modest appreciation versus the greenback.
Increased volatility could result, if the upcoming Trump-Xi 
summit in Osaka (28-29 June) fails to produce a significant 
reprieve in the bilateral relations, but we do not believe that 
the currency will experience a sustained breach of the “7” 
level versus the US dollar. Of course, this depends heavily on 
the content of the “lengthy” discussion that Trump and Xi 
will have at the end of the month.
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13. PBOC has been relatively quiet in terms of direct intervention…
 USD billion (PBOC FX reserve change converted into USD)

Sources: CEIC, Bloomberg, Lombard Odier.

14. … but has been actively using CNH markets to set the tone
 Key onshore and offshore interest rates for yuan

Sources: Bloomberg, Lombard Odier.

Although the recent TV interview by the People’s Bank of 
China Governor Yi Gang downplaying numerical thresholds 
and emphasising the benefits of flexible currency rates 
caused some worries, we believe that his comments were 
a manifestation of the “stability guidance” that the PBOC 
currently maintains.
By way of China’s domestic stabilisation efforts in H2 2019, 
we still see easing of property purchase restrictions and 
conventional fiscal measures as the most likely. As for any 
outright monetary policy easing (the prospect that has 
disappointed many observers – not us – thus far), it should be 
viewed alongside similar movements in the US and elsewhere. 
If China eases along with other countries, then the impact 
on the yuan would likely be minimal. -150
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Nordic currencies
Monetary policy divergence at play

· NOK fundamentals remain robust and point to currency 
gains over the remainder of the year 

· In contrast, data in Sweden has been subdued and rather 
mixed, suggesting timing of a Riksbank hike is no closer

Despite some fluctuations, EURNOK was virtually flat for 
most of the previous month, trading around the 9.80 level. 
The oil price decline (with Brent falling from USD 75p/b in 
late March to USD 61p/b) certainly proved to be a headwind to 
a currency that is otherwise underpinned by very strong 
domestic fundamentals.
This picture of solid economic dynamics is well summarised 
in the latest Norwegian Regional Network Report. Based on 
the responses of enterprises and organisations (in excess 
of 1,200 firms), growth in the past three months has been 
the highest since autumn 2012 (see chart 15). Capacity 
utilisation and employment have increased further and “more 
enterprises report difficulty recruiting qualified labour”.
This, alongside underlying inflation having remained above 
target, prompted the Norges Bank to hike interest rates by 
25 bps, to 1.25% and to signal further tightening in H2 19.
We have been warning for some time that market rate 
expectations for the monetary policy path have been too 
complacent, especially given the Norges Bank’s explicit 
signals in the past few months. As a result, the hike led to a 
rally in NOK crosses, with EURNOK falling below 9.66, 
USDNOK below 8.55 and NOKSEK rising above 1.10.
Although we acknowledge some downside risks to our very 
bullish forecasts for this year (previous oil price declines and 
fragile risk appetite), we still expect NOK appreciation against 
USD, EUR, and SEK on monetary policy divergence grounds 
and ongoing NOK undervaluation.
Turning to Sweden, EURSEK has been on a roller coaster since 
early May. The initial drop to 10.60 from the admittedly 
extreme level of above 10.80 was followed by a rally back 
towards 10.70 and then – when Swedish inflation for May 
surprised on the upside – a move lower to 10.62. Effectively, 
this has left EURSEK roughly on par with its level during the 
last Riksbank meeting in late April (see chart 16).
Such a performance seems reasonable overall given the 
variability in economic data releases over the period. 
Sentiment surveys continued to head south, GDP growth for 
Q1 19 slowed to 2.1% YoY but exceeded expectations, while 
unemployment fell (having exhibited increased volatility as of 
late) and inflation surprised a bit on the upside. In addition, 
the latest Riksbank business survey concluded that the 
economic upswing is gradually cooling and that trade 
conflicts are a source of concern.
This very noisy environment further complicates the job of the 
central bank. In its last meeting, the Riksbank again delayed 
the timing of the next hike (towards the end of this year or the 
beginning of next), and the odds are that the bank will likely 
repeat such a shift in one of its subsequent meetings.
We still expect a mild depreciating path in EURSEK over the 
next few quarters, largely predicated on SEK undervaluation. 
However, we acknowledge here as well that risks are to 
EURSEK upside if data fails to pick up in a broad-based 
fashion and/or if trade tensions escalate.

15. Norway’s regional report survey shows activity of the past 
three months has been the highest since Q3 12

 Activity index takes values between -5 and +5

Sources: Bloomberg, Lombard Odier.

16. SEK on a roller coaster

Sources: Lombard Odier.
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Commodity FX
Cautiously optimistic

· AUD faces monetary policy headwinds, but market 
expectations remain too dovish

· In Canada, the labour market shows renewed strength, 
which suggests CAD upside despite weaker oil prices

· NZD lacks catalysts for direction, and is likely to gyrate 
around 0.65 for the foreseeable future

The RBA cut interest rates to 1.25% in its early June meeting, 
leading to a selloff in AUDUSD, despite lower US yields. The 
currency has fallen by 1% since then, as Australian yields 
plummeted to all-time lows, close to 1.35% (10Y – see chart 
18). Additionally, the recent release of the central bank’s 
minutes suggested that it is contemplating further cuts.
The market is now pricing in close to 63 bps of cuts over the 
next twelve months. During this period of rates having been 
re-priced lower, our view was that the market was jumping the 
gun and was positioning for too much monetary policy easing.
We have not changed our view and still expect a re-pricing 
higher – although it now seems more likely than not that the 
RBA will deliver another 25 bps cut. Effectively, we continue 
to expect a modest AUD appreciation towards year-end on the 
back of lower US yields and of the market pricing in too much 
monetary policy easing by the RBA. However, we must 
acknowledge that the risks to this call are to the downside 
given the recent RBA cutting rhetoric. Prolonged trade 
tensions between the US and China will also be a negative 
factor, but we expect this will likely be offset by lower US rates 
as the Fed gets closer to an easing cycle.
Turning to Canada, USDCAD dropped heavily at the start of 
June on the back of another strong labour market report that 
showed total jobs expanding by nearly 28k in May, all 
reflecting full time employment gains (see chart 19). The 
latest inflation reading also surprised to the upside and 
USDCAD has declined further to 1.32. Despite strong labour 
market and inflation dynamics, the market is still looking for 
30 bps of cuts over the next year, which we think unlikely.
We continue holding a positive view on CAD, based on modest 
undervaluation against the dollar and still strong domestic 
data, particularly in the labour market. Risks to this view 
include a significant intensification of trade disputes, 
problems with the ratification of NAFTA 2 (USMCA) by the 
US congress, and/or a potential repricing of Fed rates higher.
Finally, in New Zealand and despite a brief upswing in early 
June, NZDUSD has resumed weakening, and is now trading 
again around 0.65. On the data front, subdued readings 
remain the norm. Although the unemployment rate ticked 
lower, employment growth has continued to slow (forcing the 
central bank to characterise the outlook for employment as 
“more subdued”), and wage growth remains low. In this 
environment, inflationary pressures (1.5% YoY in Q1 19) are 
likely to remain particularly soft. The rate market is pricing in 
two more 25 bps cuts over the next year, which we feel is in 
line with economic and inflation dynamics. For the moment, 
we see no major catalysts for NZDUSD to deviate sustainably 
from its current level, and thus maintain our flat forecast 
profile. Dollar downside poses an upside risk to our NZD view.

17. AU yields have collapsed to all-time lows…
 … dragging AUD-USD yield differentials lower

Sources: Bloomberg, Lombard Odier.

18. The strongest labour market in Canada for over a decade

Sources: Bloomberg, Lombard Odier.
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Glossary

1W
1-week

BEER
Behavioural Equilibrium Exchange Rate – one method for 
evaluating the fair value of a currency.

BIS
Bank for International Settlements

C/A
Current account

CFETS
China Foreign Exchange Trade System.

CFTC
Commodity Futures Trading Commission

EM
Emerging market(s)

FEER
Fundamental-equilibrium exchange rate – rate consistent with 
a steady economy at full employment and a sustainable 
current-account balance.

RT
Real time

TW
Trade-weighted (dollar, etc.)
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